Dov, Hunter 9 – Spells
Create Water

Hunter 0

Detect Poison

Hunter 0

School conjuration (creation) [water]
Casting Time 1 action
Components V, S
Range close (25 + 5 ft./2 levels)
Effect up to 2 gallons of water/level
Duration instantaneous
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no

School divination
Casting Time 1 action
Components V, S
Range close (25 + 5 ft./2 levels)
Target one creature, one object, or a 5-ft. cube
Duration instantaneous
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no

This spell generates wholesome, drinkable water, just like clean rain
water. Water can be created in an area as small as will actually
contain the liquid, or in an area three times as large - possibly
creating a downpour or filling many small receptacles. This water
disappears after 1 day if not consumed.

You determine whether a creature, object, or area has been
poisoned or is poisonous. You can determine the exact type of poison
with a DC 20 Wisdom check. A character with the Craft (alchemy)
skill may try a DC 20 Craft (alchemy) check if the Wisdom check fails,
or may try the Craft (alchemy) check prior to the Wisdom check. The
spell can penetrate barriers, but 1 foot of stone, 1 inch of common
metal, a thin sheet of lead, or 3 feet of wood or dirt blocks it.

Note: Conjuration spells can't create substances or objects within a
creature. Water weighs about 8 pounds per gallon. One cubic foot of
water contains roughly 8 gallons and weighs about 60 pounds.

Detect Magic

Hunter 0

School divination
Casting Time 1 action
Components V, S
Range 60 ft.
Area cone-shaped emanation
Duration concentration, up to 1 min./level (D)
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no
You detect magical auras. The amount of information revealed
depends on how long you study a particular area or subject.
1st Round : Presence or absence of magical auras.
2nd Round : Number of different magical auras and the power of
the most potent aura.
3rd Round : The strength and location of each aura. If the items or
creatures bearing the auras are in line of sight, you can make
Knowledge (arcana) skill checks to determine the school of magic
involved in each. (Make one check per aura: DC 15 + spell level, or
15 + 1/2 caster level for a nonspell effect.) If the aura eminates from
a magic item, you can attempt to identify its properties (see Spellcraft).
Magical areas, multiple types of magic, or strong local magical
emanations may distort or conceal weaker auras.
Aura Strength : An aura's power depends on a spell's functioning
spell level or an item's caster level; see the accompanying table. If an
aura falls into more than one category, detect magic indicates the
stronger of the two.
Lingering Aura : A magical aura lingers after its original source
dissipates (in the case of a spell) or is destroyed (in the case of a
magic item). If detect magic is cast and directed at such a location,
the spell indicates an aura strength of dim (even weaker than a faint
aura). How long the aura lingers at this dim level depends on its
original power:

Guidance

This spell imbues the subject with a touch of divine guidance. The
creature gets a +1 competence bonus on a single attack roll, saving
throw, or skill check. It must choose to use the bonus before making
the roll to which it applies.

Light

Hunter 0

School evocation / wood elemental [light]
Casting Time 1 action
Components V, M/DF (a firefly)
Range touch
Target object touched
Duration 10 min./level
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no
This spell causes a touched object to glow like a torch, shedding
normal light in a 20-foot radius, and increasing the light level for an
additional 20 feet by one step, up to normal light (darkness becomes
dim light, and dim light becomes normal light). In an area of normal or
bright light, this spell has no effect. The effect is immobile, but it can
be cast on a movable object. You can only have one light spell active
at any one time. If you cast this spell while another casting is still in
effect, the previous casting is dispelled. If you make this spell
permanent (through permanency or a similar effect), it does not count
against this limit.
Light can be used to counter or dispel any darkness spell of equal
or lower spell level.

Original Strength - Duration of Lingering Aura
Faint - 1d6 rounds
Moderate - 1d6 minutes
Strong - 1d6 x 10 minutes
Overwhelming - 1d6 days
Outsiders and elementals are not magical in themselves, but if they
are summoned, the conjuration spell registers. Each round, you can
turn to detect magic in a new area. The spell can penetrate barriers,
but 1 foot of stone, 1 inch of common metal, a thin sheet of lead, or 3
feet of wood or dirt blocks it.
Detect magic can be made permanent with a

Hunter 0

School divination / void elemental
Casting Time 1 action
Components V, S
Range touch
Target creature touched
Duration 1 minute or until discharged
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell Resistance yes

permanency spell.
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Dov, Hunter 9 – Spells
Mending

Hunter 0

Resist Energy

Hunter 1

School transmutation / metal elemental
Casting Time 10 minutes
Components V, S
Range 10 ft.
Target one object of up to 1 lb./level
Duration instantaneous
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless, object); Spell Resistance yes
(harmless, object)

School abjuration / all elements
Casting Time 1 action
Components V, S, DF
Range touch
Target creature touched
Duration 10 min./level
Saving Throw Fortitude negates (harmless); Spell Resistance yes
(harmless)

This spell repairs damaged objects, restoring 1d4 hit points to the
object. If the object has the broken condition, this condition is
removed if the object is restored to at least half its original hit points.
All of the pieces of an object must be present for this spell to function.
Magic items can be repaired by this spell, but you must have a caster
level equal to or higher than that of the object. Magic items that are
destroyed (at 0 hit points or less) can be repaired with this spell, but
this spell does not restore their magic abilities. This spell does not
affect creatures (including constructs). This spell has no effect on
objects that have been warped or otherwise transmuted, but it can still
repair damage done to such items.

This abjuration grants a creature limited protection from damage of
whichever one of five energy types you select: acid, cold, electricity,
fire, or sonic. The subject gains resist energy 10 against the energy
type chosen, meaning that each time the creature is subjected to such
damage (whether from a natural or magical source), that damage is
reduced by 10 points before being applied to the creature's hit points.
The value of the energy resistance granted increases to 20 points at
7th level and to a maximum of 30 points at 11th level. The spell
protects the recipient's equipment as well.

Cheetah's Sprint

Hunter 1
Resist energy overlaps (and does not stack with) protection from
energy. If a character is warded by protection from energy and resist
energy, the protection spell absorbs damage until its power is
exhausted.

School transmutation
Casting Time 1 swift action
Components V
Range personal
Target you
Duration 1 round

Speak with Animals

A wild surge of energy courses through your body and propels you
into a sprint. If you take a charge or run action before the end of your
turn, you can move a total distance of up to 10 times your base land
speed. This adjustment is an enhancement bonus. There is no effect
on other modes of movement, such as burrow, climb, fly, or swim. As
with other effects that increase your speed, this spell affects your
jumping distance.
Appears in : Heroes of the Wild

Produce Flame

Resist energy absorbs only damage. The subject could still suffer
unfortunate side effects.

Hunter 1

Hunter 1

School divination
Casting Time 1 action
Components V, S
Range personal
Target you
Duration 1 min./level
You can ask questions of and receive answers from animals, but
the spell doesn't make them any more friendly than normal. Wary and
cunning animals are likely to be terse and evasive, while the more
stupid ones make inane comments. If an animal is friendly toward you,
it may do some favor or service for you.

School evocation [fire]
Casting Time 1 action
Components V, S
Range 0 ft.
Effect flame in your palm
Duration 1 min./level (D)
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes
Flames as bright as a torch appear in your open hand. The flames
harm neither you nor your equipment. In addition to providing
illumination, the flames can be hurled or used to touch enemies. You
can strike an opponent with a melee touch attack, dealing fire damage
equal to 1d6 + 1 point per caster level (maximum +5). Alternatively,
you can hurl the flames up to 120 feet as a thrown weapon. When
doing so, you attack with a ranged touch attack (with no range
penalty) and deal the same damage as with the melee attack. No
sooner do you hurl the flames than a new set appears in your hand.
Each attack you make reduces the remaining duration by 1 minute. If
an attack reduces the remaining duration to 0 minutes or less, the
spell ends after the attack resolves. This spell does not function
underwater.
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Dov, Hunter 9 – Spells
Summon Nature's Ally I

Hunter 1

Barkskin

Hunter 2

School conjuration (summoning)
Casting Time 1 round
Components V, S, DF
Range close (25 + 5 ft./2 levels)
Effect one summoned creature
Duration 1 round/level (D)
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no

School transmutation
Casting Time 1 action
Components V, S, DF
Range touch
Target living creature touched
Duration 10 min./level
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes (harmless)

This spell summons to your side a natural creature (typically an
animal, fey, magical beast, outsider with the elemental subtype, or a
giant). The summoned ally appears where you designate and acts
immediately, on your turn. It attacks your opponents to the best of its
ability. If you can communicate with the creature, you can direct it not
to attack, to attack particular enemies, or to perform other actions as
you command. A summoned monster cannot summon or otherwise
conjure another creature, nor can it use any teleportation or planar
travel abilities. Creatures cannot be summoned into an environment
that cannot support them. Creatures summoned using this spell
cannot use spells or spell-like abilities that duplicate spells that have
expensive material components (such as wish). The spell conjures one
of the creatures from the 1st Level list on Table 10-2. You choose
which kind of creature to summon, and you can change that choice
each time you cast the spell. All the creatures on the table are neutral
unless otherwise noted. When you use a summoning spell to summon
a creature with an alignment or elemental subtype, it is a spell of that
type. All creatures summoned with this spell without alignment
subtypes have an alignment that matches yours, regardless of their
usual alignment. Summoning these creatures makes the summoning
spell's type match your alignment.

Barkskin toughens a creature's skin. The effect grants a +2
enhancement bonus to the creature's existing natural armor bonus.
This enhancement bonus increases by 1 for every three caster levels
above 3rd, to a maximum of +5 at 12th level. The enhancement bonus
provided by barkskin stacks with the target's natural armor bonus, but
not with other enhancement bonuses to natural armor. A creature
without natural armor has an effective natural armor bonus of +0.

Summon Nature's Ally Tables
1st Level : Dire rat, Dolphin, Dog, Eagle, Frog, poison, Giant
centipede, Fire beetle, Mite (gremlin), Pony (horse), Stirge, Viper
(snake)

Thunderstomp

Hunter 1

School evocation / earth elemental [earth]
Casting Time 1 action
Components V, S
Range close (25 + 5 ft./2 levels)
Target one creature
Duration instantaneous
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes
You stomp your foot or strike your weapon against the ground or
floor, creating a ripple of power that you can use to trip a creature.
Attempt the combat maneuver check to trip the target, but instead of
your base attack bonus you can use your caster level, and instead of
your Strength modifier you can use your spellcasting ability score
modifier (Intelligence for magi and wizards; Wisdom for druids and
rangers; Charisma for bloodragers and sorcerers). This does not
provoke an attack of opportunity. This spell has no effect if you cannot
reach the ground or floor, or if your target is not in contact with the
ground or floor.
Appears in : Advanced Class Guide

Campfire Wall

Hunter 2

School evocation / fire elemental [fire, light]
Casting Time 1 action
Components V, S, M/DF (ash made from burnt thorns)
Range close (25 + 5 ft./2 levels)
Effect 20-ft.-radius sphere centered on fire source
Duration 2 hours/level; see below (D)
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance yes
You can create a barrier around a fire of at least campfire size that
shelters everyone inside so long as the fire continues to burn. The
barrier appears as a crackling sphere of light and fire that is clearly
visible, providing as much illumination as a torch. The barrier bocks
line of sight, granting creatures on either side of the barrier total
concealment from creatures on the other side. Any object or creature
passing through the barrier from outside takes 1d6 points of fire
damage and is also outlined with light equivalent to that of a torch, for
1d6 minutes. Creatures outlined in this way are plainly visible
regardless of the light conditions and do not benefit from any sort of
concealment, magical or otherwise. The light is not bright enough to
have any special effect on undead or creatures vulnerable to light.
Creatures inside the barrier can leave without penalty, but if they try
to return they suffer the same consequences as anyone else. If the
fire source at the barrier's center is extinguished or moved, the spell
ends.
Appears in : Advanced Player's Guide

Restoration, Lesser

Hunter 2

School conjuration (healing)
Casting Time 3 rounds
Components V, S
Range touch
Target creature touched
Duration instantaneous
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell Resistance yes
(harmless)
Lesser restoration dispels any magical effects reducing one of the
subject's ability scores or cures 1d4 points of temporary ability damage
to one of the subject's ability scores. It also eliminates any fatigue
suffered by the character, and improves an exhausted condition to
fatigued. It does not restore permanent ability drain.
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Dov, Hunter 9 – Spells
Spider Climb

Hunter 2

School transmutation
Casting Time 1 action
Components V, S, M (a live spider)
Range touch
Target creature touched
Duration 10 min./level
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell Resistance yes
(harmless)
The subject can climb and travel on vertical surfaces or even
traverse ceilings as well as a spider does. The affected creature must
have its hands free to climb in this manner. The subject gains a climb
speed of 20 feet and a +8 racial bonus on Climb skill checks;
furthermore, it need not make Climb checks to traverse a vertical or
horizontal surface (even upside down). A spider climbing creature
retains its Dexterity bonus to Armor Class (if any) while climbing, and
opponents get no special bonus to their attacks against it. It cannot,
however, use the run action while climbing.

Summon Nature's Ally II

Hunter 2

School conjuration (summoning)
Casting Time 1 round
Components V, S, DF
Range close (25 + 5 ft./2 levels)
Effect one summoned creature
Duration 1 round/level (D)
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no
This spell functions as summon nature's ally I , except that you
summon one 2nd-level creature or 1d3 1st-level creatures of the
same kind.
Summon Nature's Ally Tables
2nd Level : Ant, giant (worker), Elemental (Small) [Elemental
subtype], Giant frog, Giant spider, Goblin dog, Horse, Hyena,
Octopus, Squid, Wolf
1st Level : Dire rat, Dolphin, Dog, Eagle, Frog, poison, Giant
centipede, Fire beetle, Mite (gremlin), Pony (horse), Stirge, Viper
(snake)
Summon Nature's Ally I
This spell summons to your side a natural creature (typically an
animal, fey, magical beast, outsider with the elemental subtype, or a
giant). The summoned ally appears where you designate and acts
immediately, on your turn. It attacks your opponents to the best of its
ability. If you can communicate with the creature, you can direct it not
to attack, to attack particular enemies, or to perform other actions as
you command. A summoned monster cannot summon or otherwise
conjure another creature, nor can it use any teleportation or planar
travel abilities. Creatures cannot be summoned into an environment
that cannot support them. Creatures summoned using this spell
cannot use spells or spell-like abilities that duplicate spells that have
expensive material components (such as wish). The spell conjures one
of the creatures from the 1st Level list on Table 10-2. You choose
which kind of creature to summon, and you can change that choice
each time you cast the spell. All the creatures on the table are neutral
unless otherwise noted. When you use a summoning spell to summon
a creature with an alignment or elemental subtype, it is a spell of that
type. All creatures summoned with this spell without alignment
subtypes have an alignment that matches yours, regardless of their
usual alignment. Summoning these creatures makes the summoning
spell's type match your alignment.
Summon Nature's Ally Tables
1st Level : Dire rat, Dolphin, Dog, Eagle, Frog, poison, Giant
centipede, Fire beetle, Mite (gremlin), Pony (horse), Stirge, Viper
(snake)

Burst of Speed

Hunter 3

School transmutation
Casting Time 1 swift action
Components V
Range personal
Target you
Duration see text
Until the end of your turn, you gain a +20-foot bonus to speed (or
+10-foot bonus if you are wearing Medium or Heavy armor), your
movement does not provoke attacks of opportunity, and you can move
through the space of creatures that are larger than you are, but you
cannot end your movement this round in a space occupied by a
creature.
Appears in : Ultimate Combat

Magic Fang, Greater

Hunter 3

School transmutation
Casting Time 1 action
Components V, S, DF
Range close (25 + 5 ft./2 levels)
Target one living creature
Duration 1 hour/level
Saving Throw Will negates (harmless); Spell Resistance yes
(harmless)
This spell functions like magic fang , except that the enhancement
bonus on attack and damage rolls is +1 per four caster levels
(maximum +5). This bonus does not allow a natural weapon or
unarmed strike to bypass damage reduction aside from magic.
Alternatively, you may imbue all of the creature's natural weapons with
a +1 enhancement bonus (regardless of your caster level).
Greater magic fang can be made permanent with a
spell.

permanency

Magic Fang
Magic fang gives one natural weapon or unarmed strike of the
subject a +1 enhancement bonus on attack and damage rolls. The
spell can affect a slam attack, fist, bite, or other natural weapon. The
spell does not change an unarmed strike's damage from nonlethal
damage to lethal damage.
Magic fang can be made permanent with a permanency spell.

Raven's Flight

Hunter 3

School transmutation
Casting Time 1 swift action
Components V
Range personal
Target you
Duration 1 round
You can cast this spell only if it is the first action you take on your
turn. In a burst of shadowy feathers, you turn into a Tiny blurred
shape reminiscent of a black raven until the beginning of your next
turn. You gain a fly speed of 50 feet with good maneuverability, and
apply appropriate size modifiers (though your ability scores don't
change). Until the beginning of your next turn, you can take only the
5-foot step, move, run, or withdraw actions. If the spell is dispelled
while you are still aloft, the power of flight dissipates slowly; you float
downward 60 feet on your next turn, then fall any remaining distance.
Appears in : Heroes of the Wild
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Strong Jaw

Hunter 3

School transmutation
Casting Time 1 action
Components V, S
Range touch
Target creature touched
Duration 1 minute/level
Saving Throw DC 18 Fortitude negates (harmless); Spell Resistance
yes (harmless)
Laying a hand upon an allied creature's jaw, claws, tentacles, or
other natural weapons, you enhance the power of that creature's
natural attacks. Each natural attack that creature makes deals damage
as if the creature were two sizes larger than it actually is (see page
302 of the Pathfinder Bestiary for more information). If the creature is
already Gargantuan or Colossal-sized, double the amount of damage
dealt by each of its natural attacks instead. This spell does not
actually change the creature's size; all of its statistics except the
amount of damage dealt by its natural attacks remain unchanged.
Appears in : Advanced Player's Guide

Summon Nature's Ally III

Hunter 3

School conjuration (summoning)
Casting Time 1 round
Components V, S, DF
Range close (25 + 5 ft./2 levels)
Effect one summoned creature
Duration 1 round/level (D)
Saving Throw none; Spell Resistance no
This spell functions like summon nature's ally I , except that you can
summon one 3rd-level creature, 1d3 2nd-level creatures of the same
kind, or 1d4+1 1st-level creatures of the same kind.
Summon Nature's Ally Tables
3rd Level : Ant, giant (soldier), Ape, Aurochs (herd animal), Boar,
Cheetah, Constrictor snake, Crocodile, Dire bat, Electric eel, Giant
crab, Leopard (cat), Monitor lizard, Shark, Wolverine
2nd Level : Ant, giant (worker), Elemental (Small) [Elemental
subtype], Giant frog, Giant spider, Goblin dog, Horse, Hyena,
Octopus, Squid, Wolf
1st Level : Dire rat, Dolphin, Dog, Eagle, Frog, poison, Giant
centipede, Fire beetle, Mite (gremlin), Pony (horse), Stirge, Viper
(snake)
Summon Nature's Ally I
This spell summons to your side a natural creature (typically an
animal, fey, magical beast, outsider with the elemental subtype, or a
giant). The summoned ally appears where you designate and acts
immediately, on your turn. It attacks your opponents to the best of its
ability. If you can communicate with the creature, you can direct it not
to attack, to attack particular enemies, or to perform other actions as
you command. A summoned monster cannot summon or otherwise
conjure another creature, nor can it use any teleportation or planar
travel abilities. Creatures cannot be summoned into an environment
that cannot support them. Creatures summoned using this spell
cannot use spells or spell-like abilities that duplicate spells that have
expensive material components (such as wish). The spell conjures one
of the creatures from the 1st Level list on Table 10-2. You choose
which kind of creature to summon, and you can change that choice
each time you cast the spell. All the creatures on the table are neutral
unless otherwise noted. When you use a summoning spell to summon
a creature with an alignment or elemental subtype, it is a spell of that
type. All creatures summoned with this spell without alignment
subtypes have an alignment that matches yours, regardless of their
usual alignment. Summoning these creatures makes the summoning
spell's type match your alignment.
Summon Nature's Ally Tables
1st Level : Dire rat, Dolphin, Dog, Eagle, Frog, poison, Giant
centipede, Fire beetle, Mite (gremlin), Pony (horse), Stirge, Viper
(snake)
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